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Abstract
We study two classes of XML keys introduced in [6], and investigate their associated (nite)
implication problems. In contrast to other proposals of keys for XML, these two classes of keys
can be reasoned about eciently. In particular, we show that their (nite) implication problems
are nitely axiomatizable and are decidable in square time and cubic time, respectively.
Keywords: XML, Keys, Constraints, (Finite) implication, Axiomatization.
1 Introduction
Keys are a fundamental concept within databases. They provide a means of locating a specic
object within the database and of referencing an object from another object (e.g. relationships);
they are also an important class of constraints on the validity of data. In particular, value-based
keys (as used in relational databases) provide an invariant connection from an object in the real
world to its representation in the database. This connection is crucial for modifying the database
as the world that it models changes.
As XML is increasingly used in the context of databases, the importance of a value-based method
of locating an element in an XML document is being recognized. Key specications for XML have
been proposed in the XML standard [5], XML Data [22], and XML Schema [25]. More recently, in
[6] we give a proposal for keys which has the following benets:
1
1. Keys can be scoped within a class of elements.
2. The specication of keys is orthogonal to the typing specication for the document (e.g. DTD
or XML Schema).
3. Keys are dened in terms of one or more path expressions, i.e. they may involve one or more
attributes, subelements or more general structures.
1
A detailed discussion of the dierences between the proposal in [6] and those of the XML standard [5], XML
Data [22], and XML Schema [25] can be found in [6].
1
As an example, it is possible in our key language to express the following: 1) SSN is a key for a
Person element, no matter where the SSN element appears in a subtree rooted at Person; 2) The
FirstName and LastName subelements of Person also form a key; 3) The DateOfBirth subelement
of Person is unique, i.e. the label itself forms a key for that element. However, there are several
unanswered questions in that paper. First, what is the eect of the path expression language that is
chosen to dene keys? Second, how can these keys be reasoned about and can it be done eciently?
One of the most interesting questions involving keys is that of logical implication, i.e. deciding
if a new key holds given a set of existing keys. This is important for minimizing the expense of
checking that a document satises a set of key constraints, and may also provide the basis for
reasoning about how constraints can be propagated through view denitions. Another interesting
question is whether a set of keys is \reasonable" in the sense that there exists some (nite) document
that satises the key specication (nite satisability). We therefore focus on these two problems
in this paper in context of two path expression languages proposed in [6], and show that two key
specication languages dened with these path languages can be reasoned about eciently. One
key specication language, referred to as L
w
, is dened in terms of paths with wild card that
matches any tag, and the other, denoted by L, allows one to specify keys for elements at arbitrary
depths of XML document trees by supporting a combination of wild card and the Kleene star.
Note that in relational databases, the (nite) implication problems for keys and more general
functional dependencies have been well studied (see, e.g., [2, 23]). These problems have also been
investigated for XML [17, 16, 15]. [17] studies the (nite) implication problems associated with
a class of simple keys (and foreign keys) in the absence of DTDs, and [16, 15] investigates the
interaction between XML DTDs and these constraints. The key constraints considered in these
papers are dened in terms of XML attributes and are therefore not as expressive as the keys
studied in this paper. Constraints dened in terms of navigation paths have been studied for
semistructured [1] and XML data in [3, 9, 10, 11, 12]. These constraints are generalizations of
inclusion dependencies commonly found in relational databases, and are not capable of expressing
keys. Generalizations of functional dependencies have also been studied [18, 21]. However these
generalizations were investigated in database settings, which are quite dierent from the tree model
for XML data considered in this paper.
Contributions. The main contributions of the paper are the following.
 We investigate the containment problem for two classes of regular path expressions, which are
star-free languages. While the containment problem for star-free languages is coNP-complete
in general [20], we show that the problems for these two classes are nitely axiomatizable and
moreover, decidable in linear time and square time, respectively. These results are not only
interesting in their own right, but also important for the analysis of key implication.
 We show that keys dened in our specication are always nitely satisable. We also establish
complexity and axiomatizability results for the (nite) implication problems associated with
the two key languages L
w
and L. More specically, we provide sound and complete sets of
inference rules, and algorithms for determining (nite) implication of keys expressed in these
two languages in square time and cubic time, respectively. The low complexities allow one to
use and reason about keys in our specication eciently in practice.
2
It should be noted that we do not consider foreign keys and DTDs in this paper. Furthermore,
although this paper follows [6] in the denition of (absolute) keys, relative key implication is the
topic of another paper.
Organization. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 denes XML trees,
value equality, and two key specication languages for XML: L
w
and L. Section 3 investigates
containment of regular path expressions used in keys of L
w
and L. Section 4 establishes the
complexity and axiomatizability results for reasoning about keys of the two languages. Finally,
Section 5 outlines directions for further research. Proofs of the results are given in an appendix.
We omit the details of some proofs due to lack of space, but we encourage the reader to consult [7].
2 Key constraint languages
In this section, we rst present a tree model for XML data, and then dene a notion of value
equality for XML trees. Value equality is central to the denition of keys for XML data. As
important is the path language used to refer to nodes or describe a collection of nodes in an XML
tree. We therefore introduce three languages for path expressions. Using these path languages, we
dene two key constraint languages for XML and describe their associated (nite) satisability and
(nite) implication problems.
2.1 A Tree Model and Value Equality
XML documents are typically modeled as trees, e.g., in DOM [4], XSL [13, 26], XQL [24] and XML
Schema [25]. We formally dene XML trees as follows.
Denition 2.1: Assume a countably innite set E of element labels (tags), a countably innite set
A of attribute names, and a symbol S indicating text (e.g., PCDATA [5]). An XML tree is dened
to be T = (V; lab; ele; att; val; r) where V is a set of vertices (nodes) in T ; lab is a function from
V to E [ A [ fSg; ele is a partial function from V to sequences of V vertices such that for any
v 2 V , if ele(v) is dened then lab(v) 2 E; att is a partial function from V A to V such that for
any v 2 V and l 2 A, if att(v; l) = v
0
then lab(v) 2 E and lab(v
0
) = l; val is a partial function
from V to string values such that for any node v 2 V , val(v) is a string i either lab(v) = S or
lab(v) 2 A; r is a distinguished vertex in V and is called the root of T ; without loss of generality,
assume lab(r) = r. We assume that there is a unique node in T labeled r.
For any v 2 V , if ele(v) is dened then nodes in ele(v) are called subelements of v. For any
l 2 A, if att(v; l) = v
0
then v
0
is called an attribute of v. In either case we say that there is a
parent-child edge from v to v
0
. Subelements and attributes of v are called children of v. An XML
tree T is said to be nite if V is nite. An XML tree must have a tree structure, i.e., for each
v 2 V , there is a unique path of parent-child edges from root r to v.
Intuitively, V is the set of nodes of the tree T . These nodes can be classied into three types:
element nodes, attribute nodes, and text nodes. As illustrated in Fig. 1 text nodes (S) have no
name but carry text, attribute nodes (A) both have a name and carry text, and element nodes (E)
have a name. More specically, if a node v is labeled  in E, then functions ele and att dene the
children of v, which are partitioned into subelements and attributes. Subelements of node v are
3
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Figure 1: Example of some XML data and its representation as a tree
ordered, whereas attributes of node v are unordered and are identied by their labels (names). The
function val assigns string values to attribute nodes and text nodes. Because T has a tree structure,
sharing of nodes is not allowed in T . Observe that there is an one-to-one mapping between XML
trees and XML documents. Next we dene our notion of value equality on XML trees.
Let T = (V; lab; ele; att; val; r) be an XML tree, and v; v
0
be two nodes in V . Informally, v; v
0
are value equal if they have the same tag (label) and in addition, either they have the same (string)
value (when they are S or A nodes) or their children are pairwise value equal (when they are E
nodes). More formally,
Denition 2.2: n
1
and n
2
are value equal , denoted by n
1
=
v
n
2
, i the following three conditions
are satised: (1) lab(v) = lab(v
0
). (2) if lab(v) = S or lab(v) 2 A then val(v) = val(v
0
). (3) if
lab(v) 2 E then
 for any l 2 A, att(v; l) is dened i att(v
0
; l) is dened, and val(att(v; l)) = val(att(v
0
; l));
 if ele(v) = [v
1
; : : : ; v
k
] then ele(v
0
) = [v
0
1
; : : : ; v
0
k
] and for all i 2 [1; k], v
i
=
v
v
0
i
.
As an example, in Fig. 1, the single formula1 element of the rst driver and the second
formula1 element of the second driver are value equal.
2.2 Path Languages
Three path languages, PL
s
, PL
w
and PL, are shown in the table below.
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Path Language Syntax
PL
s
 ::=  j l:
PL
w
p ::=  j l j p:p j
PL q ::=  j l j q:q j 
In PL
s
, a path is a (possibly empty) sequence of node labels. Here  represents the empty path,
node label l 2 E [A [ fSg, and \." is a binary operator that concatenates two path expressions.
Intuitively, a path in PL
s
corresponds to the sequence of tags (labels) of nodes in a parent-child
path. The language PL
w
is a mild generalization of PL
s
by including the wild card symbol \ ",
which can match any node label. Another generalization of PL
s
, PL, allows the symbol \ *", a
combination of wild card and Kleene closure. This symbol represents any (possibly empty) sequence
of node labels. It should be noted that for any path expression P in any of the path languages, the
following equality holds: P: = :P = P . Also, observe that these path languages are subclasses
of regular path expressions [19]. Although the set of paths described by PL
s
is contained in both
PL
w
and PL, neither PL
w
nor PL subsumes each other.
For example, a:b:c is a path expression in PL
s
, PL
w
and PL while a: :c is a path expression in
PL
w
exclusively and a:  :c is a path expression in PL exclusively.
As mentioned earlier, a path intends to represent a parent-child path in an XML tree. Observe
that an attribute node must be a leaf in an XML tree and it cannot have outgoing edges. Therefore,
we assume in the rest of the paper that for any path expression P , if P contains an attribute, then
P is of the form P
0
:l, where P
0
does not contain any attribute. In other words, an attribute can
only be the last symbol of a path expression. Next we describe some notation in connection with
path expressions.
Length. The length of a path expression P , denoted as jP j is the number of labels in the path
sequence. The empty path has length 0, \ " and \ *" are each counted as labels with length 1.
For example, a:b:c, a: :b and a:  :c are each of length 3.
Existence of a path. Let T be an XML tree,  be a path in PL
s
, and n
1
; n
2
be nodes in T . We
say there is path  from n
1
to n
2
, denoted by T j= (n
1
; n
2
), if in T there is a path of parent-child
edges from n
1
to n
2
and the sequence of nodes labels in the path is . Let P be a path expression
in PL
w
or PL. We say n
2
is reachable from n
1
by following P , denoted by T j= P (n
1
; n
2
), if there
is a path  2 P such that T j= (n
1
; n
2
).
For example, if T is the XML tree in Fig. 1 and n is the name subelement of the rst driver then
T j= driver.name(r; n). Also, T j= *(r; n).
Node set. Let T be an XML tree, n be a node in T and P be a path expression in one of the path
languages. Then n[[P ]] denotes the set of nodes in T that can be reached by following the path P
from node n. That is, n[[P ]] = fn
0
j T j= P (n; n
0
)g. We shall use [[P ]] as an abbreviation for r[[P ]],
where r is the root node of T .
Value Intersection. Let n
1
and n
2
be two nodes in an XML tree T and P be a path expression.
The value intersection of n
1
[[P ]] and n
2
[[P ]], denoted as n
1
[[P ]] \
v
n
2
[[P ]], is dened as follows:
n
1
[[P ]] \
v
n
2
[[P ]] = f(z; z
0
) j 9  2 P; z 2 n
1
[[]]; z
0
2 n
2
[[]]; z =
v
z
0
g
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Intuitively, n
1
[[P ]] \
v
n
2
[[P ]] consists of pairs of nodes that are value equal and are reachable by
following the same simple path in the language dened by P starting from n
1
and n
2
, respectively.
This notion is central, and will be used in the denition of keys for XML.
For example, let n
1
and n
2
be the rst and second driver elements in Fig. 1. Then n
1
[[ ]] \
v
n
2
[[ ]]
is a set consisting of a pair of nodes corresponding to the formula1 subelement of the rst driver
and the second formula1 subelement of the second driver.
Containment. Let P and Q be two path expressions in PL
s
, PL
w
or PL. We use P  Q to
denote that the language dened by P is a subset of the language dened by Q.
For example, a:b:c  a: :c  : :c and a:b:c  a:  :c  a: . However, a:  6 a:  :c.
The containment problem for a path language is to determine, given any path expressions P and
Q in the language, whether P  Q. Observe that PL
w
and PL are subclasses of regular expressions.
It is known that containment of general regular expressions is not nitely axiomatizable, i.e., there
is no nite set of inference rules that is sound and complete for containment of regular expressions.
In contrast, in Section 3 we shall show that for PL
w
and PL, the containment problems are nitely
axiomatizable.
2.3 Key constraint languages for XML
We next dene keys for XML and what it means for an XML document to satisfy a key.
Denition 2.3: A key constraint ' for XML is an expression of the form (Q; fP
1
; : : : ; P
k
g), where
Q and P
i
are path expressions. Q is called the target path of ', and P
1
, ..., P
k
are called the key
paths of '. Two classes of key constraints are dened as follows:
 L
w
: the set of key constraints whose target path and key paths are in PL
w
.
 L: the set of key constraints whose target path and key paths are in PL.
A key species two parts: the target path identies a set of nodes, referred to as the target set ,
on which the key is dened; and the set of key paths. The values of the key paths uniquely identify
an element in the target set. The target set is analogous to a set of tuples in a relation and the key
paths to the attributes of the relation designated as a key.
For example, (a; fb:cg) is a key in both L
w
and L, ( :a; fb: g) is a key in L
w
, and (  :a; fbg) is a
key in L.
Observe that for any key ' whose target and key paths are in PL
s
, ' is in both L
w
and L.
However, neither L
w
nor L subsumes the other. Also, to simplify discussion, we assume that in
any key (Q; fP
1
; : : : ; P
n
g), the target path Q does not contain any attribute. This is because in an
XML tree, an attribute node cannot have any outgoing edge.
XPath. As an aside, we observe that there is an easy translation from any of our path languages
used in a key constraint to XPath-like syntax. Informally, \/" is used as the concatenation operator
instead of \.". A path starting from the root is prexed with \/". Wild card \ " is replaced with
\*", \ *" is replaced with \//" and \." is an XPath equivalent of .
However, for discussions in this paper, we will use the conventional regular language syntax of
\ ", \ *" and \." for wild card, the combination of wild card and kleene star, and path concatenator.
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Denition 2.4: Let ' = (Q; fP
1
; : : : ; P
k
g) be a key. An XML tree T satises ', denoted as T j= ',
i for any n
1
; n
2
in [[Q]], if for all i 2 [1; k] the value intersection of n
1
[[P
i
]] and n
2
[[P
i
]] is non-empty
then n
1
= n
2
. That is, 8n
1
n
2
2 [[Q]] ((
^
1ik
n
1
[[P
i
]] \
v
n
2
[[P
i
]] 6= fg) ! n
1
= n
2
). Note that the
target path Q starts at the root of T .
Intuitively, the key requires that if two nodes in [[Q]] are distinct, then the two sets of nodes
reached on some P
i
must be disjoint up to value equality. More specically, for any distinct nodes
n
1
; n
2
in [[Q]], there must exist some P
i
, 1  i  k, such that for all paths  2 P
i
and for all nodes
x in n
1
[[]] and y in n
2
[[]], x 6=
v
y. The key has no impact on those nodes at which some key
path is missing, i.e. nodes n such that n[[P
i
]] is empty for some P
i
. For any n
1
; n
2
in [[Q]], if P
i
is missing at either n
1
or n
2
then n
1
[[P
i
]] and n
2
[[P
i
]] are by denition disjoint. This is similar to
unique constraints of XML Schema. In contrast to unique constraints, however, our notion of key
specication is capable of comparing nodes at which a key path may lead to multiple nodes.
For example, '
1
= (db:driver; fname; formula1g) and '
2
= (db:driver; fformula1g) are two keys
in both L
w
and L. The XML document depicted in Fig. 1 satises '
1
because dierent drivers
have dierent name values. However, it does not satisfy '
2
because the formula1 subelement of
the rst driver and the second formula1 subelement of the second driver are value equal. Observe
that drivers may have multiple formula1 subelements. Unique constraints of XML Schema cannot
be specied for such drivers.
It should be noted that two notions of equality are used to dene keys: value equality (=
v
)
when comparing nodes reached by following key paths, and node identity (=) when comparing two
nodes in the target set. This is a departure from keys in relational databases, in which only value
equality is considered.
Let  be a nite set of L
w
keys and T be an XML tree. We use T j=  to denote that T satises
. That is, for any  2 , T j=  . We can dene satisfaction of a nite set of L keys similarly.
2.4 Decision problems for keys
In relational databases, we are often interested in knowing if a given set of dependencies can be
satised. In addition, if an instance satises a set of dependencies, it is useful to know what other
dependencies are necessarily satised by that instance (logical implication). These problems can
also be dened in the context of XML keys.
Satisability. The (nite) satisability problem for a key constraint language K is to determine,
given any nite set  of keys in K, whether there exists an (nite) XML tree satisfying .
In relational databases, given any relational schema and a nite set of keys over the schema, one
can always construct a non-empty instance of the schema that satises the keys by creating a tuple
for each relation. Thus the (nite) satisability problem for relational keys is trivial. The (nite)
satisability problem for keys in L
w
or L is also trivial. Observe that any set of keys in L
w
or L
can always be satised by the single node tree. Therefore, we have the following observation.
Observation. For any nite set  of keys in L
w
or L, one can always nd a nite XML tree that
satises .
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l is a label
P:l:Q  P: :Q
(Containment)
P  P
(Reexivity)
:P  P P  :P P:  P P  P:
(Empty-path)
P  Q Q  R
P  R
(Transitivity)
Table 1: I
p
w
: Inference rules for inclusion of PL
w
expressions
Logical Implication. Let  [ f'g be a nite set of keys. We use  j= ' to denote  implies ',
that is, for any XML tree T , if T j= , then T j= '. The implication problem for a key language K
is to determine, given any nite set of keys  [ f'g in K, whether  j= '. The nite implication
problem for K is to determine whether  nitely implies ', that is, whether it is the case that for
any nite XML tree T , if T j= , then T j= '.
For example, f(a; fbg); (a:b; fcg)g j= (a; fb:cg). In fact we also have f(a:b; fcg)g j= (a; fb:cg). To
see this, observe that by the denition of keys, if an XML tree T satises (a:b; fcg), then the set of
c elements under any two distinct a:b nodes are pairwise disjoint up to value equality. Therefore,
if there exists any b:c nodes under a that are value equal, they must be under the same a node.
Hence T also satises (a; fb:cg).
Observe that given any nite set [ f'g of L
w
(L) constraints, if there is an XML tree T such
that T j=
V
 ^ :', then there must be a nite XML tree T
0
such that T
0
j=
V
 ^ :'. More
specically, let ' = (Q; fP
1
; : : : ; P
k
g). Since T 6j= ', there are nodes n
1
; n
2
2 [[Q]], x
i
2 n
1
[[P
i
]] and
y
i
2 n
2
[[P
i
]] for i 2 [1; k] such that x
i
=
v
y
i
but n
1
6= n
2
. Let T
0
be the nite subtree of T that
consists of all and only the nodes in the paths from root to x
i
; y
i
for all i 2 [1; k]. It is easy to verify
that T
0
j=  but T
0
j= :'. Therefore, key constraint implication has the nite model property:
Proposition 2.1: For each of L
w
and L, the implication and nite implication problems coincide.
In light of Proposition 2.1, we can also use  j= ' to denote that  nitely implies '. We
investigate the nite implication problems for L
w
and L in Section 4.
3 Inclusion of path expressions
In this section, we study containment of path expressions in our path languages PL
w
and PL
dened in the last section. The results of this section are not only interesting in their own right,
but also important in the analysis of key constraint implication to be studied in the next section.
We rst give a set of inference rules for PL
w
expression inclusion, denoted by I
p
w
, in Table 1.
Proposition 3.1: The set I
p
w
is sound and complete for inclusion of path expressions in PL
w
. In
8
addition, inclusion of PL
w
expressions can be determined in linear time.
This can be veried by a straightforward induction on the number of occurrences of \ " in path
expressions. The interested reader should see [8] for a detailed proof.
In light of I
p
w
, a linear time (recursive) function for testing inclusion of PL
w
expressions can be
constructed as follows. The function, Incl
w
(P; Q), returns true i P  Q, where P;Q are path
expressions in PL
w
. Without loss of generality by the Empty-path rule, we assume that P (Q)
does not contain  unless P =  (Q = ).
Algorithm 3.1: Incl
w
(P; Q)
1. if P = Q = 
then return true;
2. if (P = l:P
0
and Q = l:Q
0
) or (P = l:P
0
and Q = :Q
0
) or (P = :P
0
and Q = :Q
0
)
then return Incl
w
(P
0
; Q
0
);
else return false;
The inference rules for inclusion of PL expressions, denoted by I
p
, are the same as those in I
w
except the following:
P:R:Q  P:  :Q
(Containment)
It should be mentioned that PL is a star-free language. Recall that in general, the containment
problem for star-free languages is co-NP complete [20]. In contrast, the containment problem for
PL has low complexity.
Theorem 3.2: The set I
p
is sound and complete for inclusion of path expressions in PL. In
addition, inclusion of PL expressions can be determined in square time.
The soundness of I
p
can be veried by induction on the lengths of I
p
-proofs. The proof of
completeness is more involved, and uses an idea of simulation. To give the proof, we rst introduce
some notation.
An expression P in PL is in normal form i it does not contain consecutive 's, i.e., P does not
contain  :  and P does not contain  unless P = . This is easily done using the Containment
rule. By the Empty-path rule, we can also assume that P does not contain  unless P = . It takes
linear time to rewrite P to an equivalent normal form expression. We assume from here onwards
that a path expression P 2 PL is in normal form.
Let P;Q be path expressions in PL. To determine whether P  Q, we consider their nondeter-
ministic nite state automata (NFAs) [19]. We use M(P ) to denote a NFA for P . Observe that
M(P ) has a \linear" structure as shown in Fig. 2. The number of states in M(P ) is linear in the
size of P . Thus M(P ) and M(Q) can be constructed in O(jP j) and O(jQj) time, respectively. Let
M(P ) = (N
1
; T [ f g; 
1
; S
1
; F
1
); M(Q) = (N
2
; T [ f g; 
2
; S
2
; F
2
);
where N
1
; N
2
are the sets of states, T is the alphabet, 
1
; 
2
are transition functions, S
1
; S
2
are
start states, and F
1
; F
2
are nal states of M(P ) and M(Q), respectively. Note that we extend the
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Figure 2: A nite state automata for a path expression of PL
denition of NFAs by treating the wild card symbol as a \letter", which matches any letter in T .
Observe that M(P ) has the following properties (M(Q) has similar properties): 1) It has a single
nal state F
1
. In addition, 
1
(F
1
; a) = ; for any a 2 T , but it is possible that 
1
(F
1
; ) 6= ;. 2) For
any n 2 N
1
, if n 6= F
1
, then there must be a 2 T and n
0
2 N
1
such that 
1
(n; a) = fn
0
g and n 6= n
0
.
We write 
1
(n; a) = n
0
if n
0
is the only element of 
1
(n; a). 3) For any n 2 N
1
, either 
1
(n; ) = n
or 
1
(n; ) = ;.
We now dene a simulation relation, , on N
1
N
2
. For any n
1
2 N
1
and n
2
2 N
2
, n
1
 n
2
i
one of the following conditions is satised:
 If n
1
= F
1
then n
2
= F
2
and either 
1
(F
1
; ) = ; or 
2
(F
2
; ) = F
2
.
 For n
1
6= F
1
, if 
1
(n
1
; ) = n
1
then 
2
(n
2
; ) = n
2
. Moreover, for any a 2 T if 
1
(n
1
; a) = n
0
1
for some n
0
1
2 N
1
, then either 
2
(n
2
; ) = n
2
and n
0
1
 n
2
or there exists n
0
2
2 N
2
such that

2
(n
2
; a) = n
0
2
and n
0
1
 n
0
2
.
To prove the completeness of I
p
, it suces to show the following (see Appendix for proofs):
(1) P  Q i S
1
 S
2
.
(2) If S
1
 S
2
, then P  Q can be proved using the inference rules I
p
.
Given I
p
and the claims, we provide a function Incl(n
1
; n
2
) for testing inclusion of PL expres-
sions. The function assumes the existence of M(P );M(Q) as described above. In addition, we
assume that P and Q are in normal form and do not contain  (unless they are ). The function
Incl(n
1
; n
2
) returns true i n
1
n
2
, where n
1
and n
2
are states from N
1
and N
2
respectively. Since
P  Q i S
1
S
2
, P  Q i Incl(S
1
; S
2
). Initially, visited(n
1
; n
2
) is false for all n
1
2 N
1
, n
2
2 N
2
.
Algorithm 3.2: Incl(n
1
; n
2
)
1. if visited(n
1
; n
2
)
then return false
else mark visited(n
1
; n
2
) as true;
2. process n
1
, n
2
as follows:
Case 1: if n
1
= F
1
then if n
2
= F
2
and (
1
(F
1
; ) = ; or 
2
(F
2
; ) = F
2
)
then return true;
else return false;
Case 2: if 
1
(n
1
; a) = n
0
1
and 
2
(n
2
; a) = n
0
2
and 
1
(n
1
; ) = ; and 
2
(n
2
; ) = ;
then return Incl(n
0
1
; n
0
2
);
Case 3: if 
1
(n
1
; a) = n
0
1
and 
2
(n
2
; ) = n
2
and 
2
(n
2
; a) = n
0
2
then return (Incl(n
0
1
; n
2
) or Incl(n
0
1
; n
0
2
))
else if 
1
(n
1
; a) = n
0
1
and 
2
(n
2
; ) = n
2
and 
2
(n
2
; a) = ;
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then return Incl(n
0
1
; n
2
);
3. return false
The correctness of the algorithm follows from the claims given above. The construction of
M(P );M(Q), as well as transforming P;Q to normal form, can be done in O(jP j) and O(jQj) time,
respectively. The rst statement takes O(jP j  jQj) time. Since any pair of states (n
1
; n
2
) from
N
1
N
2
is never processed twice, it is easy to see that the second statement and thus Incl(S
1
; S
2
)
run in O(jP j  jQj) time.
4 Key constraint implication
We now turn to nite implication problems for L
w
and L. For each of these languages, we pro-
vide a nite axiomatization and an algorithm for determining nite implication. Recall that by
Proposition 2.1, all the results established on nite implication also hold for implication.
4.1 Axiomatization for L
w
The inference rules for L
w
key implication, denoted by I
w
, are shown in Table 2. The Superkey
rule states that if a set S of key paths uniquely identies a node in the target set [[Q]], then so does
any superset of S. This rule is also sound in the context of relational databases. In contrast, other
rules in I
w
do not have relational counterparts. A brief discussion of the rules follows.
 Subnodes: observe that any node v in [[Q:Q
0
]] must be in the subtree of some node v
0
in [[Q]].
Because XML trees do not allow sharing of nodes, v uniquely identies v
0
in [[Q]]. Thus if a
key path P uniquely identies nodes in [[Q:Q
0
]], then Q
0
:P uniquely identies nodes in [[Q]].
 Path-containment: if a set S [ fP
i
; P
j
g of key paths uniquely identies nodes in [[Q]] and
P
i
 P
j
, then we can leave out P
j
from the set of key paths for [[Q]]. This is because for any
nodes n
1
; n
2
2 [[Q]], if n
1
[[P
i
]] \
v
n
2
[[P
i
]] 6= ;, then we must have n
1
[[P
j
]] \
v
n
2
[[P
j
]] 6= ; given
P
i
 P
j
. Thus by the denition of keys, S [ fP
i
g is a key for [[Q]].
 Target-containment: any key for the set [[Q]] is also a key for any subset of [[Q]]. Observe that
[[Q
0
]]  [[Q]] if Q
0
 Q.
 Key-containment: for any nodes n
1
; n
2
2 [[Q]], if n
1
[[P
0
i
]] \
v
n
2
[[P
0
i
]] 6= ;, then we must have
n
1
[[P
i
]] \
v
n
2
[[P
i
]] 6= ; given P
0
i
 P
i
. Thus if S [ fP
i
g is a key for [[Q]] then so is S [ fP
0
i
g.
 Prex-epsilon: If a set S[f; Pg is a key of [[Q]], then we can extend a key path P by appending
to it another path P
0
and the modied set is also a key of [[Q]]. This is because for any nodes
n
1
; n
2
2 [[Q]], if n
1
[[P:P
0
]] \
v
n
2
[[P:P
0
]] 6= 0 and n
1
=
v
n
2
then we have n
1
[[P ]] \
v
n
2
[[P ]] 6= 0.
Note that n
1
=
v
n
2
if n
1
[[]] \
v
n
2
[[]]. Thus by the denition of keys, S [ f; P:P
0
g is also a
key for [[Q]].
 Epsilon: this rule is sound because any XML tree has a unique root. In other words, in any
XML tree T , [[]] = frg where r is the root of T .
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(Q; S) P is any path expression
(Q; S [ fPg)
(Superkey)
(Q:Q
0
; fPg)
(Q; fQ
0
:Pg)
(Subnodes)
(Q; S [ fP
i
; P
j
g) P
i
 P
j
(Q; S [ fP
i
g)
(Path-containment)
(Q; S) Q
0
 Q
(Q
0
; S)
(Target-containment)
(Q; S [ fP
i
g) P
0
i
 P
i
(Q; S [ fP
0
i
g)
(Key-containment)
(Q; S [ f; Pg) P
0
2 PL
(Q; S [ f; P:P
0
g)
(Prex-epsilon)
for any set of path expressions S
(; S)
(Epsilon)
Table 2: I
w
: Inference rules for L
w
constraint implication
Given a nite set  [ f'g of L
w
constraints, we use  `
I
w
' to denote that ' is provable from
 using I
w
. That is, there is an I
w
-proof of ' from .
To simplify the discussion, we assume that keys are in key normal form. A key constraint
 = (Q;S) in L
w
is in the key normal form if for every pair of paths P
i
and P
j
in S, P
i
6 P
j
. By
the Path-containment and Superkey rules, one can assume without loss of generality that keys are
always in the key normal form.
Theorem 4.1: The set I
w
is sound and complete for nite implication of L
w
constraints.
Soundness of I
w
can be veried by induction on the lengths of I
w
-proofs. For the proof of
completeness, given any nite set [ f'g of keys in L
w
, it suces to show that either  `
I
w
', or
there is a nite XML tree G such that G j=  and G j= :', i.e.,  6j= '. In other words, if  j= '
then  `
I
w
'.
To do so, we introduce some notation. An abstract tree with \ " extends an XML tree by
allowing \ " as a node label. Let T be an abstract tree with \ ", R
1
be the labels in a parent-child
path in T , and a; b be nodes in T . We say T j= R
1
(a; b) if there is a parent-child path from a to b
such that the sequence of labels in the path is R
1
. Note that R
1
is a path expression of PL
w
and
possibly contains occurrences of \ ". Let R
2
be any path expression in PL
w
. We say T j= R
2
(a; b)
if R
1
 R
2
. Given this, the denitions of node sets and satisfaction of key constraints in L
w
can
be easily generalized for abstract trees. Abstract trees with \ " have the following property (proof
of the lemma can be found in the Appendix):
Lemma 4.2: Let  [ f'g be a nite set of L
w
keys. If there is a nite abstract tree T with \ "
such that T j=  and T j= :', then there is a nite XML tree G such that G j=  and G j= :'.
Given these, we prove the completeness of I
w
in two steps. Let  [ f'g be a nite set of keys
in L
w
, where ' = (Q; fP
1
; :::; P
k
g). Assume Q 6= , since otherwise we have  `
I
w
' by the rule
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y1 yk
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P1 Pk
x1 xk
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QQiQ Q
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r
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xi yi
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Pi’
Qi
Figure 3: Abstract trees constructed in the proof of Theorem 4.1
Epsilon in I
w
. We start with a nite abstract tree T that does not satisfy '. The tree T consists
of two distinct branches T
1
and T
2
from its root r. Each branch has a Q path that leads to paths
P
1
; : : : ; P
k
, as depicted in Fig. 3 (a). Let n
1
be the (single) node in T
1
and [[Q]], and n
2
be the node
in T
2
and [[Q]]. Moreover, for each i 2 [1; k], let x
i
be the node in T
1
and [[Q:P
i
]], and y
i
be the node
in [[Q:P
i
]] and T
2
. Assume that for each i 2 [1; k], x
i
=
v
y
i
, but for any other pair x; y in T , x 6=
v
y.
This can be achieved as follows: in each element in T we add a new text subelement E (E does
not appear anywhere in the constraints) at the end of the sequence of its subelements, followed by
a text (S) subelement, and let x
i
:E:S =
v
y
i
:E:S for each i 2 [1; k], but for any other pair x; y in T ,
let x:E:S 6=
v
y:E:S. The only exception is that there is i 2 [1; k] such that P
i
= . In this case we
have to ensure that n
1
=
v
n
2
. In other words, for all j 2 [1; k] and for any P
0
j
such that P
0
j
:P
00
j
= P
j
for some P
00
j
2 PL, we let x
0
j
=
v
y
0
j
where x
0
j
; y
0
j
are the nodes in n
1
[[P
0
j
]] and n
1
[[P
0
j
]] respectively.
But for any other pair of nodes, x; y 2 T , x 6=
v
y. Given T , we examine each  in . If the tree
does not satisfy , then we merge nodes in the tree such that the new tree satises , as shown in
Fig. 3 (b) and (c). Let T
0
be the tree obtained after all keys in  have been processed. Obviously,
T
0
j= . If T
0
j= ', then we show that it is indeed the case that  `
I
w
'. Otherwise by Lemma 4.2,
there is a nite XML tree G such that G j=  but G 6j= '. That is,  6j= '. The details of the proof
are given in Appendix.
Using Theorem 4.1 we can show the following:
Theorem 4.3: The nite implication problem for L
w
is decidable in cubic time.
A cubic time algorithm for determining L
w
constraint implication is given below:
Algorithm 4.1: Finite implication of L
w
constraints
Input: a nite subset  [ f'g of L
w
constraints, where ' = (Q; fP
1
; :::; P
k
g)
Output: true i  j= '
1. for each (Q
i
; S
i
) 2  [ f'g do
repeat until no further change
if S
i
= S [ fP
0
; P
00
g such that P
0
 P
00
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then S
i
:= S
i
n fP
00
g
2. for each  2  do
(1) if  = (Q
0
; fP
0
1
; :::; P
0
m
g), Q  Q
0
and
for all i 2 [1::m] there exists j 2 [1::k] such that either
(a) P
j
 P
0
i
or (b) there exists l 2 [1; k]
and R
0
i
2 PL
w
such that P
l
=  and P
j
 P
0
i
:R
0
i
then output true and terminate
(2) if  = (Q
0
:Q
00
; fPg), Q  Q
0
and for some i 2 [1::k], either (a) P
i
 Q
00
:P
or (b) there exists l 2 [1; k] and R 2 PL
w
such that P
l
=  and P
i
 P:R
then output true and terminate
(3) if  = (Q
0
; ;) and for some i 2 [1::k] either (a) Q:P
i
 Q
0
or (b) there exists
l 2 [1; k] and R;R
0
2 PL
w
such that P
l
=  and Q:R
0
 Q
0
and Q:P
i
 Q
0
:R
then output true and terminate
3. output false
The correctness of the algorithm follows from Theorem 4.1 and its proof (see Appendix). We
next show that the algorithm is in cubic time. Step 1 of the algorithm transforms keys in  [ f'g
to key normal form, i.e., it ensures that key paths in each key are pairwise non-containing. By
Proposition 3.1, this can be done in square time. In step 2 of the algorithm, each key constraint
 in  is processed at most once in one of the iterations. Case 2(1) of the algorithm requires one
to test for containment of path expressions between P
j
and P
0
i
(which can be done in linear time)
and also partition P
j
in jP
j
j possible ways and test for containment with P
0
i
:Ri
0
. This requires
O(jP
j
j(jP
j
j + jP
0
i
j)) time for each combination of i and j. Hence it is easy to verify that the
algorithm is O(n
3
) time in the size of  and '.
4.2 Axiomatization for L
Finally, we investigate nite implication of keys dened in L. The inference rules for L constraint
implication are the same as those given Table 2, except here path expressions are in PL. Let us
denote the rules with this modication as I. Given a nite set  [ f'g of L constraints, we use
 `
I
' to denote that ' is provable from  using I.
As for L
w
constraints, we dene the key normal form for L constraints as follows. A key
 = (Q;S) in L is in the key normal form if for every pair of paths P
i
and P
j
in S, P
i
6 P
j
,
and moreover, every path expression in  is in the normal form as dened in Section 3. By Path-
containment and Superkey rules in I, one can show that for every key  in L, there is a key 
0
of
L in the key normal form such that for any XML tree T , T j=  i T j= 
0
. Thus without loss of
generality, in the sequel we assume that keys of L are in the key normal form.
Theorem 4.4: The set I is sound and complete for nite implication of L constraints.
The proof of the theorem is similar to that of Theorem 4.1. Soundness of I can be veried by
induction on the lengths of I-proofs. To prove the completeness, we show that given any nite set
[f'g of keys in L, either  `
I
', or there is a nite XML tree G such that G j=  and G j= :'.
To do so, we dene an abstract tree with \ " to be an extension of XML tree by allowing \ "
as node label. Let T be an abstract tree with \ ". A path in T is a parent-child path that may
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Figure 4: The abstract tree constructed in the proof of Theorem 4.4
contain occurrences of \ ". Let R
1
be the sequence of labels in a path from node a to b in T ,
denoted by T j= R
1
(a; b). Observe that R
1
is a path expression of PL. For any path expression R
2
in PL, we say T j= R
2
(a; b) if R
1
 R
2
. Given this, we can dene node sets and satisfaction of key
constraints in L for abstract trees with \ ". Analogous to Lemma 4.2, about abstract trees with
\ " we have the following (see appendix for a proof):
Lemma 4.5: For any nite set  [ f'g of keys in L, if there is a nite abstract tree T with \ "
such that T j=  and T j= :', then there is a nite XML tree G such that G j=  and G j= :'.
Along the same lines of the proof of Theorem 4.1, we verify the completeness of I as follows.
Let [f'g be a nite set of keys in L, where ' = (Q; fP
1
; :::; P
k
g). If Q = , then we have  `
I
'
by the rule Epsilon in I. If Q 6= , we construct a nite abstract tree T with \ " such that T 6j= '
in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 4.1. The tree T has the form shown in Fig. 4. We then
modify T by \applying" keys in . More specically, for each  in , if the tree does not satisfy
, then we merge nodes in the tree such that the modied tree satises , again in the same way
as in the proof of Theorem 4.1. Finally, we obtain an abstract tree T
0
with \ " such that T
0
j= .
If T
0
6j= ', then by Lemma 4.5, there is a nite XML tree G such that G j=  but G 6j= '. Thus
 6j= '. Otherwise we can show  `
I
'. The rest of the proof is the same as that of Theorem 4.1.
Theorem 4.6: The nite implication problem for L is decidable in quartic time.
Algorithm 4.1 can also be used to determine nite implication of keys expressed in L. It should be
mentioned that checking containment of PL expressions is dierent from that for PL
w
expressions.
Let [f'g be a nite set of keys in L. Without loss of generality, assume that all path expressions
in the set are in the normal form. As shown in Section 3, it takes linear time to transform a PL
expression to an equivalent PL expression in the normal form. Step 1 of the algorithm transforms
keys in  [ f'g to the key normal form. By Theorem 3.2, this can be done in cubic time. Case
2(1) of the algorithm requires one to test for containment of path expressions between P
j
and
P
0
i
(which can be done in square time) and also partition P
j
in jP
j
j possible ways and test for
containment with P
0
i
:Ri
0
. This requires O(jP
j
jjP
j
j(jP
j
j+ jP
0
i
j)) time for each combination of i and
j. Hence it is easy to verify that the algorithm is now O(n
4
) time in the size of  and '.
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Figure 5: An XML tree conforming to D, and an XML tree satisfying '
5 Discussions
We have investigated two classes of key constraints for XML data introduced in [6] and studied
their associated (nite) satisability and (nite) implication problems. These keys are capable of
expressing many important properties of XML data [6]; moreover, in contrast to other proposals,
keys dened in these two languages can be reasoned about eciently. More specically, these
keys are always nitely satisable. In addition, inference rules and algorithms were provided for
determining (nite) implication of key constraints of these two languages in square time and cubic
time, respectively. We believe that these key constraints are simple yet expressive enough to be
adopted by XML designers and maintained by systems for XML applications.
For further research, a number of issues deserve investigation. First, despite their simple syntax,
there is an interaction between DTDs and our key constraints. To illustrate this, let us consider a
simple key ' = (X; f g) and a simple DTD D:
<!ELEMENT foo (X, X)>
Obviously, there exists a nite XML tree that conforms to the DTD D (see, e.g., Fig. 5 (a)), and
there is a nite XML tree that satises the key ' (e.g., Fig. 5 (b)). However, there is no XML data
tree that both conforms to D and satises '. This is because D requires an XML tree to have two
distinct X elements, whereas ' requires that there is at most one X node immediately under the
root. This shows that in the presence of DTDs, the analysis of key satisability and implication
can be wildly dierent. It should be mentioned that keys dened in other proposals for XML, such
as those introduced in XML Schema [25], also interact with DTDs or other type systems for XML.
This issue was recently investigated in [16] for a class of keys dened in terms of XML attributes.
A second question is about foreign keys. As shown by [17, 15], the implication and nite
implication problems for a class of keys and foreign keys dened in terms of XML attributes are
undecidable, in the presence or absence of DTDs. However, under certain practical restrictions,
these problems are decidable in PTIME. Whether these decidability results still hold for more
complex keys and foreign keys needs further investigation.
Third, as shown in [6], relative keys are important for hierarchically structured data, including
but not limited to XML data. We defer a full treatment of relative keys and their associated
decision problems to another publication [8].
Finally, one might be interested in using dierent path languages to express keys, e.g., XPath
[14] expressions. Questions in connection with containment and equivalence of these powerful path
expressions, as well as (nite) satisability and (nite) implication of keys dened in terms of these
16
complex path expressions are, to the best of our knowledge, still open.
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Appendix
Proof of Theorem 3.2: Given PL expressions P and Q, let M(P ) and M(Q) be their NFAs, as
dened in Section 3. Suppose P  Q. To show that this can be proved by using I
p
, it suces to
show the following claims:
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Claim 1: P  Q i S
1
 S
2
, where  is a simulation relation as dened in Section 3.
Claim 2: If S
1
 S
2
, then P  Q can be proved using inference rules in I
p
.
Before we show the claims, rst observe that given a simulation relation  such that S
1
 S
2
,
one can dene a total function  : N
1
! N
2
as follows: 1) (S
1
) = S
2
. 2) Suppose (n
1
) = n
2
. If
n
1
= F
1
then by the denition of  and the properties of M(P ), we have F
1
 F
2
. In this case
we dene (F
1
) = F
2
. If n
1
6= F
1
, then by the properties of M(P ), there exist a 2 T and n
0
1
2 N
1
such that 
1
(n
1
; a) = n
0
1
and n
1
6= n
0
1
. By the denition of , either 
2
(n
2
; ) = n
2
and n
0
1
 n
2
,
or 
2
(n
2
; a) = n
0
2
for some n
0
2
2 N
2
and n
0
1
 n
0
2
. Choose one such state n
0
2
and let (n
0
1
) = n
0
2
.
Note that it is possible that n
0
2
= n
2
. It is easy to verify that  is a function with the following
properties: (S
1
) = S
2
, (F
1
) = F
2
and for any n
1
2 N
1
, n
1
 (n
1
). In fact,  is a simulation
relation on N
1
 N
2
. Thus without loss of generality, we assume that simulation relation  is a
function with these properties. As a result, there is no n
2
2 N
2
such that F
1
 n
2
and n
2
6= F
2
.
To show Claim 1, recall [19] that the closure function of a transition function  is dened to be
^
 : N  (T [ f g)

! P(N) such that:
^
(n; ) = fng
^
(n; w:a) = fp j 9x 2
^
(n;w); p 2 (x; a)g
where P(N) denotes the powerset of N . Let
^

1
;
^

2
be the closure functions of 
1
and 
2
, respectively.
Observe that P  Q i for any  2 P , if F
1
2
^

1
(S
1
; ) then F
2
2
^

2
(S
2
; ). Using this notion we
show Claim 1 as follows. Assume S
1
 S
2
. By induction on jj, where  is a path, one can show
that if n
1
2
^

1
(S
1
; ) then there exists n
2
2
^

2
(S
2
; ) such that n
1
 n
2
. Thus if F
1
2
^

1
(S
1
; )
then by the denition of , we must have F
2
2
^

2
(S
2
; ). That is, P  Q. For the other direction,
assume P  Q. We can show that for any path , if n
1
2
^

1
(S
1
; ) then there exists n
2
2
^

2
(S
2
; )
such that n
1
 n
2
. To see this, note that for any  2 P , we have F
1
2
^

1
(S
1
; ), and since P  Q,
F
2
2
^

2
(S
2
; ). Thus we can dene F
1
F
2
. In addition, for any path , if
^

1
(S
1
; )  N
1
, then there
is path 
0
such that F
1
2
^

1
(S
1
; :
0
). Thus the statement can be easily veried by contradiction.
Observe that
^

1
(S
1
; ) = fS
1
g and
^

2
(S
2
; ) = fS
2
g. Thus S
1
 S
2
. Hence Claim 1 holds.
We next prove Claim 2. Assume there is a simulation relation  such that S
1
 S
2
. By the
denition of  and the properties of M(P ) given above, there is a total mapping  : N
1
! N
2
such
that (S
1
) = S
2
, (F
1
) = F
2
, and for any n
1
2 N
1
, n
1
 (n
1
). Let the sequence of states in M(P )
be ~v
1
= p
1
; : : : ; p
k
, where p
1
= S
1
and p
k
= F
1
, and similarly, let the sequence of states in M(Q)
be ~v
2
= q
1
; : : : ; q
l
, where q
1
= S
2
and q
l
= F
2
. It is easy to verify that for any i; j 2 [1; k], if i < j,
(p
i
) = q
i
0
and (p
j
) = q
j
0
, then i
0
 j
0
. We dene an equivalence relation  on N
1
as follows:
p
i
 p
j
i (p
i
) = (p
j
):
Let [p]

denote the equivalence classes of p with respect to . An equivalence class is non-trivial
if it contains more than one state. For any equivalence class [p], let p
i
and p
j
be the smallest and
largest states in [p] respectively. That is, for any p
s
2 [p], i  s  j. By treating p
i
as the start
state and p
j
as the nal state, we have a NFA that recognizes a regular expression, denoted by P
i;j
.
Similarly, we can dene P
1;i
and P
j;k
such that P = P
1;i
:P
i;j
:P
j;k
. It is easy to verify that if [p] is a
non-trivial equivalence class, then there must be 
2
((p
i
); ) = (p
i
). In other words, (p
i
) indicates
an occurrence of \ " in Q. Observe that P
1;i
:P
i;j
:P
j;k
 P
1;i
:  :P
j;k
. This is an application of the
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Containment rule in I
p
. By an induction on the number of non-trivial equivalence classes, one can
show that P  Q can always be proved using the Containment, Transitivity and Reexivity rules
in I
p
as illustrated above. Thus I
p
is complete for inclusion of PL expressions.
Proof of Lemma 4.2: Let [f'g be a nite set of L
w
keys, and T be a nite abstract tree with
\ " such that T j=  and T j= :'. We dene a nite XML tree G as follows. Let  be a label that
does not occur in any key of  [ f'g. We replace every occurrence of \ " in T by . Let G be
T with this modication. Observe that G and T have the same set of nodes. In addition, for any
nodes a; b in G, if there is a path  such that G j= (a; b), then there is a parent-child path R in T
such that T j= R(a; b). Observe that R is a path expression in PL
w
. In addition, R and  are the
same except for each occurrence of \ " in R,  appears at the corresponding position in . Let us
refer to R as the path expression w.r.t.  and conversely,  as the path w.r.t. R. We show G j= 
and G j= :'. To do so, it suces to show the following:
Claim: Let P be a path expression in PL
w
, and a; b be nodes in G. Then there is  in P such that
G j= (a; b) i T j= P (a; b), i.e., T j= R(a; b) and R  P , where R is the path expression w.r.t. .
From the claim follows immediately that for any path expression P in PL
w
, [[P ]] consists of the
same nodes in T and G. For if node a is in [[P ]] in T , then T j= P (r; a), where r is the root of T .
Thus there is a path expression R in T such that T j= R(r; a) and R  P . By the claim, we have
G j= (r; a), where  is the path w.r.t. R and  2 P . That is, a is in [[P ]] in G. Conversely, if a is
in [[P ]] in G, then there is a path  2 P such that G j= (r; a). Again by the claim, T j= R(r; a)
and R  P , where R is the path expression w.r.t. . Thus a is in [[P ]] in T .
Given these, we show G j= . Suppose, by contradiction, there is a key  = (Q; fP
1
; :::; P
k
g)
in  such that G j= :. Then there must be two distinct nodes n
1
; n
2
2 [[Q]] and moreover,
for all i 2 [1; k], there are path 
i
2 P
i
and nodes x
i
2 n
1
[[
i
]], y
i
2 n
2
[[
i
]] such that x
i
=
v
y
i
.
By the claim, T j= P
i
(n
1
; x
i
) ^ P
i
(n
2
; y
i
) for all i 2 [1; k]. Thus T 6j= , which contradicts our
assumption. Similarly, we show G j= :'. Let ' = (Q; fP
1
; :::; P
k
g). By T j= :', there exist
two distinct nodes n
1
; n
2
2 [[Q]] and for all i 2 [1; k], there exist nodes x
i
; y
i
such that x
i
=
v
y
i
and T j= P
i
(n
1
; x
i
) ^ P
i
(n
2
; y
i
). That is, there exists a path (expression) R
i
in T such that
T j= R
i
(n
1
; x
i
) ^ R
i
(n
2
; y
i
), where R
i
 P
i
. Thus by the claim, there is path 
i
2 P
i
such that
x
i
2 n
1
[[
i
]], y
i
2 n
2
[[
i
]]. Hence G j= :'.
Next, we show the claim.
(1) Assume that T j= P (a; b), i.e., there is a parent-child path from a to b in T such that the
sequence of labels of the path is R and R  P . By the denition of G, we have G j= (a; b), where
 is the path w.r.t. R. Recall that  is obtained by replacing occurrences of \ " with . Since
R  P , obviously  2 P .
(2) Conversely, assume that there exists a path  2 P such that G j= (a; b). By the denition
of G, we have T j= R(a; b), where R is the path expression w.r.t. . We next show R  P by
induction on the number of occurrences of \ " in R, denoted by w
R
. When w
R
= 0, we have R = 
and R  P since  2 P . Assume the statement for w
R
< k. We next show the statement also
holds for w
R
= k. Let R = R
1
: :R
2
, where R
2
does not contain any \ ", and R
1
contains less than
k occurrences of \ ". Observe that  must be 
1
::
2
, where 
2
= R
2
and 
1
is the path w.r.t. R
1
.
Thus j
1
j = jR
1
j. By  2 P and the denition of PL
w
expressions, we have jj = jP j. Therefore,
we can write P as P = P
1
:l:P
2
such that jP
1
j = j
1
j = jR
1
j and jP
2
j = j
2
j = jR
2
j. By the induction
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hypothesis, R
1
 P
1
and R
2
 P
2
. Moreover, by   l and the choice of , which is not in P , l
must be the wild card \ ". Thus R
1
: :R
2
 P
1
: :P
2
by Transitivity in I
p
w
. Hence the statement also
holds for w
R
= k. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.2.
Proof of Theorem 4.1: We show that I
w
is complete for nite implication of L
w
constraints.
Let  [ f'g be a nite set of keys in L
w
, where  = f
1
; : : : ; 
n
g, 
i
= (Q
i
; fP
i1
; :::; P
im
i
g) and
' = (Q; fP
1
; :::; P
k
g). We show that if  j= ' then  `
I
w
'. Let T be the nite abstract tree given
in Fig. 3 (a). We execute the following algorithm on T :
for each i 2 [1; n] do /* Recall 
i
= (Q
i
; fP
i
1
; :::; P
i
m
i
g) */
if there are nodes x; x
0
1
; : : : ; x
0
m
i
in T
1
and y; y
0
1
; : : : ; y
0
m
i
in T
2
such that
T j= Q
i
(r; x) ^Q
i
(r; y)^
P
i1
(x; x
0
1
) ^ : : : ^ P
im
i
(x; x
0
m
i
)^ P
i1
(y; y
0
1
) ^ : : : ^ P
im
i
(y; y
0
m
i
)^
x
0
1
=
v
y
0
1
^ : : : ^ x
0
m
i
=
v
y
0
m
i
then merge x and y as follows:
Case 1: if there is Q
0
such that Q
0
 Q and Q
0
 Q
i
(a prex of Q is contained in Q
i
)
then merge x, y and their ancestors as shown in Fig. 3 (b)
Case 2: if there is Q
0
such that Q
0
 Q
i
and Q  Q
0
(Q is contained in a proper prex of Q
i
)
then merge x, y and their ancestors as shown in Fig. 3 (c)
In both cases in the above algorithm, we merge T
1
's and T
2
's nodes in path Q
i
. In Case 1, the
subtree under x and the subtree under y will both be under the same node x = y. In Case 2, since
Q is contained in a proper prex of Q
i
and by the denition of T , we must have m
i
= 1. That
is, 
i
= (Q
i
; fP
0
i
g). The subtree P
0
i
in T
1
and T
2
will both be rooted at the same node x = y, as
illustrated in Fig. 3 (c). Since ' is satised at this point, that is, we will show that ' is provable,
we can therefore discard the rest of the key paths in fP
1
; :::; P
k
g.
It is clear that this algorithm terminates. Let T
0
be the abstract tree with \ " obtained by
executing the algorithm. It is easy to verify T
0
j= . Moreover, if T
0
6j= ', then by Lemma 4.2,
there is a nite XML tree G such that G j=  and G 6j= '. Thus  6j= '. If T
0
j= ', we show
 `
I
w
'. Observe that Case 1 can only happen if there is a PL
w
expression R such that Q  Q
i
:R
and in addition, for all j 2 [1;m
i
], there is s 2 [1; k] such that either (i) R:P
s
 P
ij
or (ii) there is a
l 2 [1; k] such that P
l
=  and for some PL
w
expression R
0
, R:P
s
 P
ij
:R
0
. Case 2 can only happen
if there is a PL
w
expression R such that Q:R  Q
i
and in addition for all j 2 [1;m
i
] (m
i
= 1),
there is s 2 [1; k] such that either (i) P
s
 R:P
ij
or (ii) there is a l 2 [1; k] such that P
l
=  and a
PL
w
expression R
0
such that P
s
 R:P
ij
:R
0
. We consider the following cases:
(a) There exists 
i
= (Q
i
; fP
i1
; : : : ; P
im
i
g) in  such that Q  Q
i
and for every l 2 [1;m
i
], there
is j 2 [1; k] such that P
j
 P
il
. This makes Case 1 of the algorithm applicable and corresponds to
the scenario Case 1(i) as discussed above. Merging n
1
and n
2
due to this constraint corresponds to
applications of the Target-containment, Key-containment, and Superkey rules. Thus  `
I
w
'. If
Case 1(ii) also applies, then Prex-epsilon rule is also needed.
(b) For some 
i
2 , 
i
= (Q
i
; fP
i1
g) such that Q
i
= Q
0
:Q
00
, Q  Q
0
, jQ
00
j > 0 and for some
j 2 [1; k], P
j
 Q
00
:P
i1
. This makes Case 2 of the algorithm applicable and corresponds to the
scenario Case 2(i) as discussed above. Merging n
1
and n
2
due to this constraint corresponds to
applications of Subnodes, Target-containment, Key-containment rules, and Superkey rule (when
k > 1). Thus again  `
I
w
'. If Case 2(ii) also applies, then Prex-epsilon rule is also needed.
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(c) For some 
i
2 , 
i
= (Q
i
; ;) such that Q
i
= Q
0
:Q
00
, Q  Q
0
, and for some j 2 [1; k], P
j
 Q
00
.
This again makes Case 2 of the algorithm applicable and corresponds to the scenario Case 2(i) as
discussed above. Identifying n
1
and n
2
by this constraint corresponds to applications of Superkey
(i.e., if (Q
i
; ;) then (Q
i
; fg)) Subnodes (i.e., if (Q
0
:Q
00
; fg) then (Q
0
; fQ
00
g)), Target-containment,
Key-containment rules, and Superkey rule (when k > 1). Hence  `
I
w
'. If Case 2(ii) also applies,
then Prex-epsilon rule is also needed.
Therefore, if  j= ', then  `
I
w
'. That is, I
w
is complete for L
w
constraint implication.
Proof of Lemma 4.5: The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.2, except the proof of a claim. Let
[ f'g be a nite set of keys in L, and T be a nite abstract tree with \ " such that T j=  and
T 6j= '. We dene a nite XML tree G as follows. Let  be a label that does not occur in any key
of  [ f'g. We substitute  for every occurrence of \ " in T . Let G be T with this modication.
Observe that G and T have the same set of nodes. In addition, for any nodes a; b in G, if there is
a path  such that G j= (a; b), then there is a parent-child path R in T such that T j= R(a; b).
Observe that R is a path expression in PL and may contain \ ". In addition, R and  are the
same except for each occurrence of \ " in R, the label  appears at the corresponding position in
. Let us refer to R as the path expression w.r.t.  and conversely,  as the path w.r.t. R. We show
G j=  and G j= :'. To do so, it suces to show the following claim. For if the claim holds, then
we can show G j=  and G j= :' as in the proof of Lemma 4.2.
Claim 1: Let P be a path expression in PL, and a; b be nodes in G. Then exists  in P such that
G j= (a; b) i T j= P (a; b), i.e., T j= R(a; b) and R  P , where R is the path expression w.r.t. .
(1) Assume that T j= P (a; b), i.e., there is a parent-child path R from a to b in T such that R  P .
By the denition of G, we must have G j= (a; b), where  is the path w.r.t. R. Recall that  is
obtained by substituting  for occurrences of \ ". Since R  P , we have  2 P .
(2) Conversely, assume that there exists a path  2 P such that G j= (a; b). By the denition of
G, we have T j= R(a; b), where R is the path expression w.r.t. . Thus it suces to show R  P .
To do so, we consider the NFAs of R, P and  as dened in Section 3:
M(R) = (N
R
; A [ f g; 
R
; S
R
; F
R
);
M(P ) = (N
P
; A [ f g; 
P
; S
P
; F
P
);
M() = (N

; A [ fg; 

; S

; F

);
where A is an alphabet that contains neither \ " nor . Recall that NFAs for PL expressions have
a \linear" structure as shown in Fig. 2. In particular, since  does not contain \ ", it has a strict
linear structure. Let the sequence of states in N

be s
1
; : : : ; s
m
, where s
1
= S

and s
m
= F

. Then
for any i 2 [1;m   1], there is exactly one l 2 A [ fg such that 

(s
i
; l) 6= ;. More precisely,


(s
i
; l) = s
i+1
. For any l 2 A [ fg, 

(F

; l) = ;. By the denition of G, there is a function f
from N

to N
R
. More specically, let the sequence of states in N
R
be n
1
; : : : ; n
k
, where n
1
= S
R
and n
k
= F
R
. Then we have the following:
(a) f(S

) = S
R
and f(F

) = F
R
.
(b) For any i; j 2 [1;m], if f(s
i
) = n
i
0
, f(s
j
) = n
j
0
and i < j, then i
0
 j
0
.
(c) For any i 2 [1;m] and l 2 A, 

(s
i
; l) = s
i+1
i 
R
(f(s
i
); l) = f(s
i+1
) and f(s
i
) 6= f(s
i+1
).
(d) For any i 2 [1;m], 

(s
i
; ) = s
i+1
i 
R
(f(s
i
); ) = f(s
i+1
) and f(s
i
) = f(s
i+1
). In particular,
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if 
R
(F
R
; ) = F
R
then 

(s
m 1
; ) = F

and f(s
m 1
) = f(F

) = F
R
.
We dene an equivalence relation  on N

such that s  s
0
i f(s) = f(s
0
). Let us use [s]
to denote the equivalence class of s w.r.t. . We assume without loss of generality that R is in
the normal form. Then observe that [s] consists of at most two states; if [s] = fsg, then there is
l 2 A such that 

(s; l) = s
0
, and if [s] = fs; s
0
g then there is some i 2 [1;m   1] such that s = s
i
,
s
0
= s
i+1
, 

(s; ) = s
0
and f(s) = f(s
0
). Given these, we dene a function g from N
R
to the
equivalence classes such that for all n 2 N
R
, g(n) = [s] i f(s) = n.
Recall in the proof of Theorem 3.2, we have shown the following: for any PL expressions Q and
Q
0
, let M(Q);M(Q
0
) their NFAs, N
Q
; N
Q
0
the sets of states in M(Q);M(Q
0
), S
Q
; S
Q
0
the start
states of M(Q);M(Q
0
), and F
Q
; F
Q
0
the nal states of M(Q);M(Q
0
), respectively, then 1) Q  Q
0
i S
Q
 S
Q
0
, where  is a simulation relation as dened in Section 3; 2) there is a function  from
N
Q
to N
Q
0
such that (S
Q
) = S
Q
0
, (F
Q
) = F
Q
0
, and for any s 2 N
Q
, s (s). By  2 P , we have
that the language dened by  (which consists of a single string ) is contained in the language
dened by P , i.e.,   P . Thus there exists such a function  from N

to N
P
and a simulation
relation  such that (S

) = S
P
, (F

) = F
P
, and for any s 2 N

, s (s). It is easy to verify:
Claim 2: for all s; s
0
2 [s], (s) = (s
0
).
Indeed, as observed earlier, if s; s
0
2 [s], then there is some i 2 [1;m   1] such that s = s
i
,
s
0
= s
i+1
and 

(s; ) = s
0
. Since  does not appear in P , if (s) = n
0
and (s
0
) = n
00
, then there
must be 
P
(n
0
; ) = n
00
and n
0
= n
00
, by the denition of simulation relations. As a result, we can
dene ([s]) to be (s). Given these, to show R  P , it suces to show that for any n 2 N
R
,
n  (g(n)):
For if it holds, then S
R
 (g(S
R
)) = (S

) = S
P
. We next show that this holds. Assume, by
contradiction, there is n 2 N
R
such that it is not the case that n (g(n)). Let n be such a state
with the largest index in the sequence of states in N
R
starting from S
R
. Then by the denition of
simulation relations given in Section 3, we must have one of the following cases.
(i) n = F
R
and either 1) (g(F
R
)) 6= F
P
, or 2) (g(F
R
)) = F
P
but 
R
(F
R
; ) = F
R
, 
P
(F
P
; ) = ;.
The rst case contradicts the assumption that g(F
R
) = [F

] and ([F

]) = (F

) = F
P
. In the
second case, by 
R
(F
R
; ) = F
R
, we have g(F
R
) = fF

; s
m 1
g and 

(s
m 1
; ) = F

. By Claim 2,
there must be (s
m 1
) = (F

) = F
P
and 
P
(F
P
; ) = F
P
. Again this contradicts the assumption.
(ii) n 6= F
R
and either 1) 
R
(n; ) = n but 
P
((g(n)); ) 6= (g(n)), or 2) there is some l 2 A such
that 
R
(n; l) = n
0
but neither 
P
((g(n)); l) 6= (g(n
0
)) nor 
P
((g(n)); ) = (g(n)). In the rst
case, we must have g(n) = fs
i
; s
i+1
g and 

(s
i
; ) = s
i+1
. By Claim 2, there must be (s
i
) = (s
i+1
),

P
((s
i
); ) = (s
i
) and (g(n)) = (s
i
). Thus 
P
((g(n)); ) = (g(n)), which contradicts the
assumption. In the second case, given 
R
(n; l) = n
0
, there must be either 
P
((g(n)); l) = (g(n
0
))
or 
P
((g(n)); ) = (g(n)), by the denition of simulation relations and g(n) (g(n)). Again this
contradicts the assumption. Thus we have n  (g(n)) for all n 2 N
R
. This shows that Claim 1
holds and completes the proof of Lemma 4.5.
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